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Nostalgia is defined as a 
longing for something past. 
It’s that familiar comfort of 

our favorite childhood foods, 
a style from a bygone era, a 
memory we have or wish we 
had. At Nostalgia™, it’s a way 
of looking into an innovative 

future while holding on  
to the best parts of what 

came before.

Products from Nostalgia™ 
grab attention with stunning 

design and keep that 
attention with high quality 
and modern functionality. 

Take a look at our latest 
offerings; with family fun at 
its core, you can’t go wrong.

NOSTALGIATM



SP660SS
Stainless Steel
Stir Popper
The party never stops with this two-in-one popcorn maker and bowl! The quick-heat 
halogen technology requires no preheating and pops up to 24 cups of popcorn in  
just 3 short minutes. When done popping, flip over the non-stick cooking plate and 
bowl for easy serving.

SP6RD
Stir Popper
Utilizing quick-heating halogen 
technology, this stir popper makes 6 
quarts of popcorn in just 3 minutes. When 
done popping, flip over the non-stick 
cooking plate with the bowl for an easy-to-
serve snack. Place the bowl and cooking 
plate in the dishwasher for easy cleanup.

SP660RD
Stir Popper
The party never stops with this two-
in-one popcorn maker and bowl! The 
quick-heat halogen technology requires 
no preheating and pops up to 24 cups of 
popcorn in just 3 short minutes. When 
done popping, flip over the non-stick 
cooking plate and bowl for easy serving.

SP660SS

SP6RD

SP660RD
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CCP510BLK

CCP510BLK
Popcorn Cart
This 53” tall popcorn cart 
features a 6-ounce kettle, 
a side shelf and a built-in 
storage compartment. Makes 
up to 24 cups of popcorn 
per batch. Approved for 
commercial use.



CCP510
Popcorn Cart
This 53” tall popcorn cart features a 
6-ounce kettle, a side shelf and a built-in 
storage compartment. Makes up to  
24 cups of popcorn per batch.  
Approved for commercial use.

KPM200CART
Popcorn Cart
This 45” tall popcorn cart features a 
2.5-ounce stainless steel kettle, a kernel 
catcher, and storage compartment. Makes 
up to 10 cups of popcorn per batch.
Also comes in Black: KPM200CTBK

CCP399
Popcorn Cart
This 48" tall popcorn cart features a 
2.5-ounce stainless steel kettle and a  
built-in storage compartment. Makes up 
to 10 cups of popcorn per batch.

CCP610
Popcorn & Concession Cart
Standing 59” tall with a 8-ounce stainless 
steel kettle, this vendor-style popcorn 
cart pops up to 32 cups of kettle-fresh 
popcorn per batch and displays your 
favorite movie time treats! Approved for 
commercial use.

CCP1000RED
Popcorn Cart 
Standing 59” tall with a 10-ounce stainless 
steel kettle, this vendor-style popcorn 
cart pops up to 40 cups of kettle-fresh 
popcorn per batch and displays your 
favorite movie time treats! Approved  
for commercial use.

CCP1000BLK
Popcorn Cart 
Standing 59” tall with a 10-ounce stainless 
steel kettle, this vendor-style popcorn 
cart pops up to 40 cups of kettle-fresh 
popcorn per batch and displays your 
favorite movie time treats! Approved  
for commercial use.

CCP610CCP1000REDCCP1000BLK

KPM200CARTCCP399CCP510
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PKP250

CCP610TOP
Hot Air Popcorn Maker
8-ounce stainless steel kettle 
pops up to 32 cups of kettle-fresh 
popcorn per batch. Approved for 
commercial use.

KPM508
Kettle Popcorn Maker
Designed to mimic a vintage 
popcorn cart, this 2.5-ounce  
kettle popcorn maker pops up 
to 10 cups of hot and delicious 
popcorn in minutes!

PKP250
Kettle Popcorn Maker
This 2.5-ounce tabletop kettle 
popcorn maker pops up to 10 cups 
of hot popcorn per batch. Includes 
measuring spoons and pull-out 
popcorn tray for easy serving.

KPM200BK
Kettle Popcorn Maker 
This electric kettle popcorn maker 
pops up to 10 cups of hot and 
delicious popcorn in minutes! 
Comes in 5 fun colors: KPM200WT, 
KPM200BL, KPM200YW  
and KPM200BK.

HKP200
Hollywood™
Kettle Popcorn Maker
Make popcorn in classic movie 
star style! Features a large, stain-
less steel kettle with a built-in 
stirring system and pops up to 
10 cups of popcorn per batch. In-
cludes 150 reusable vinyl letters to 
customize the light-up marquee. 

GKP250
Gatsby™ Kettle Popcorn Maker
Take a ride back to the roarin’ 20s 
with this adorable Gatsby-style 
popcorn maker! Features include 
a 2.5-ounce stainless steel kettle,  
a built-in stirring system and a 
pull-out serving bucket. Makes up 
to 10 cups of popcorn per batch.

KPM508

CCP610TOP

KPM200BKHKP200

GKP250



KPM200
Kettle  
Popcorn Maker 
This electric kettle 
popcorn maker pops 
up to 10 cups of hot 
and delicious popcorn 
in minutes! 

KPM200
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HHP100
Hollywood™ 
Hot Air Popcorn Maker
This art deco, theater-style popcorn 
maker pops up to 12 cups of healthy  
popcorn per batch. Includes 150  
eusable vinyl letters to customize the 
light-up marquee. 

APH16ARRD
Air-Pop Popcorn Maker
Using hot air instead of oil, the unique 
popping chamber design creates a 
swirling airflow to produce a light and 
healthy snack. Pops up to 16 cups of 
popcorn per batch.

HHP410
Hollywood™
Hot Air Popcorn Maker
Pop up to 8 cups of healthy popcorn per 
batch. Includes 150 reusable vinyl letters 
to customize the marquee. 

APH16RBBK
Air-Pop Popcorn Maker
This unit utilizes an electric popping 
system to produce a healthy, oil-free 
batch of popcorn. Use the built-in 
measuring cap to add the right amount of 
kernels, and pop up to 16 cups of popcorn 
at a time.

HHP100

APH16ARRD

HHP410

APH16RBBK

OFP501
Hot Air Popcorn Maker
This hot air popper makes a healthy, 
oil-free snack. Makes up to 12 cups of 
popcorn per batch.

APH200
Air-Pop Popcorn Maker
Make up to 16 cups of healthy, oil-free 
popcorn with this hot air popper! This 
unit comes in a variety of colors and 
includes a kernel measuring cup. Comes 
in 5 fun colors: APH200BL, APH200RED, 
APH200WT, APH200BLK and APH200YW.

OFP501

APH200



APH16AQ
Air-Pop Popcorn Maker
A tabletop-sized party pleaser! The 
electric popping system uses hot air 
instead of oil, producing a light and 
healthy popcorn snack. Pops up to  
16 cups of popcorn per batch.

APH16AQ
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CCA5
Chocolate & Caramel Apple Party
Enjoy sweet or salty combinations of crisp 
apples, warm caramel or chocolate, and a 
variety of fun toppings. Lazy Susan design 
makes decorating easy!

CCA5

CFF1000
Stainless Steel Cascading  
Fondue Fountain 
This 4-tier fondue fountain with a 
beautiful stainless steel finish adds 
mouthwatering fun to any occasion.  
2 pound capacity.

CFF986
Stainless Steel  
Chocolate Fondue Fountain
This 4-tier fondue fountain with a 
beautiful stainless steel finish adds 
mouthwatering fun to any occasion.  
2 pound capacity.

CFF960
Chocolate Fondue Fountain
This 3-tier fondue fountain with a 
beautiful stainless steel finish adds 
mouthwatering fun to any occasion.  
1 ½ pound capacity.

CFF300
Chocolate Fondue Fountain
This 3-tier fondue fountain adds 
mouthwatering fun to any occasion.  
½ pound capacity.

CFF965
Chocolate Fondue Fountain 
This 3-tier fondue fountain adds 
mouthwatering fun to any occasion.  
1 ½ pound capacity.

CFF1000CFF986

CFF300 CFF965

CFF960



CHM915
Chocolate Heaven Dipping Pot
Melt and serve delectable sweet dips 
with this 16-ounce dipping pot. Includes 
2 forks, 1 ladle, 6 chocolate molds and a 
removable 16-ounce ceramic pot.

CD20
Chocolate Dipper
Melt and serve delectable sweet dips 
with this 20-ounce dipping pot. Includes 
4 forks, lid and a removable 20-ounce 
ceramic pot.

CBM8
Chocolate Bar Maker
Treat yourself to your very own candy 
bars! Silicone molds make it easy to 
customize your chocolate bars with layers 
of fillings and toppings. Two chocolate 
melting pots included.

CHM915CD20CBM8

SMM200
Electric S’mores Maker
Recreate the simple pleasure of gooey 
marshmallows, sweet chocolate, and 
graham crackers without the hassle  
of building a bonfire! Includes a  
our-compartment serving tray and  
two marshmallow roasting forks.

LSM400
Stainless Steel  Electric  
S’mores Maker
Recreate the simple pleasure of  
gooey marshmallows, sweet chocolate, 
and graham crackers without the  
hassle of building a bonfire! Lazy  
Susan design makes it easy to serve. 
Roasting forks included.

FPS200
Stainless Steel Electric Fondue Pot
Serve delectable hor d’oeuvres, entrees, 
and desserts in style with this 6-cup 
fondue pot! Perfect for cheese and 
chocolate dips. Includes 6 color-coded 
fondue forks.

SMM200 LSM400 FPS200
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CCM600
Commercial Cotton Candy Cart
This beautiful 48” tall cart allows you 
to make cotton candy at home using 
flossing sugar or hard candies. The 
anti-vibration, hydraulic spinning head 
flosses up to 3 perfect cones per minute! 
Approved for commercial use.

CCM200
Cotton Candy Cart
This beautiful 36” tall cart allows you 
to use flossing sugar or hard candies to 
make cotton candy from the comfort 
of your home. Great for birthdays and 
other celebrations.

CCM600

CCM200



PCM305
Hard Candy  
Cotton Candy Maker 
Popular flavors of hard candy are 
transformed into delicious candy 
floss. Also uses sugar-free hard 
candy for low-calorie treats. Great 
for sweet tooths and diabetics alike. 

PCM805RASP
Hard Candy Cotton Candy Maker
Transform hard candies, sugar-free hard 
candies or flossing sugar into sweet and 
fluffy cotton candy. Great for sweet tooths 
and diabetics alike.

PCM805 
Hard Candy Cotton Candy Maker
Popular flavors of hard candy are 
transformed into delicious candy floss. 
Also uses sugar-free hard candy for  
low-calorie treats. Great for sweet tooths 
and diabetics alike. 

PCM805RASP PCM805 PCM405WMLN

PCM305

PCM405WMLN
Hard Candy Cotton Candy Maker
This compact cotton candy maker uses 
sugar or hard candies to make tasty 
carnival-style cotton candy your family 
will love.
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GCM600 
Giant Gummy Candy Maker
Make your very own fish, worm and small bear gummy candies 
in easy-to-use silicone molds! This larger unit includes simple 
recipe suggestions, an extra gelatin pot, and a giant gummy 
bear mold for extra fun!

GCM200 
Gummy Candy Maker
Make your very own fish, worm and small bear gummy candies! 
This unit includes simple recipe suggestions and 
easy-to-peel silicone molds.

FSM3
Organic Fruit Snack Maker 
Make your own homemade organic and 
health fruit rolls, fruit leather, dehydrated 
fruit and more! Includes three sets of fruit 
leather molds and stackable trays.

GCM600

FSM3

GCM200



SCM502ISM1000

SCC200SCC399

ISM1000
Electric Shaved Ice 
& Snow Cone Maker
Shave ice cubes into fluffy snow with 
this compact snow cone maker. Simply 
add flavored syrup, soda or your favorite 
beverage to create a unique refreshment.

SCM502
Snow Cone Maker
Shave ice cubes into fluffy snow with this 
tabletop snow cone maker! Comes with  
2 plastic cups for serving. 

SCC399
Snow Cone Cart
This 48" tall snow cone cart shaves  
2 pounds of ice in just 90 seconds. 
Simply add flavored syrup for 
the perfect snow cone!

SCC200
Snow Cone Cart
This 54" tall snow cone cart shaves  
2 pounds of ice in just 90 seconds. 
Simply add flavored syrup for 
the perfect snow cone!
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ICMP400BLUE
Electric Ice Cream Maker
Make up to 4-quarts of ice cream, gelato 
or frozen yogurt in minutes! Simply layer 
the bucket with salt and ice, and allow 
the durable electric motor to do all the 
churning for you.

ICM500BLUE
Electric Ice Cream Maker
Make up to 1-pint of delicious ice cream, 
gelato, frozen yogurt or sorbet in minutes! 
Quick-freezing, double-insulated bowl is 
non-stick and makes cleaning easy.

MLK100BL
2-Speed Milkshake Maker
Bring the old time ice cream parlor  
right into the kitchen! With a versatile 
2-speed mixer, it’s easy to customize 
milkshake thickness.

ICMP400BLUE

ICMP600WDICMW400ICMP400WD

ICM500BLUEMLKS100BL

ICMP400WD
Electric Ice Cream Maker
Make up to 4-quarts of ice cream, gelato 
or frozen yogurt in minutes! Simply layer 
the easy-clean plastic insert bucket with 
salt and ice, and allow the electric motor 
to do all the churning. Real wood exterior.

ICMP600WD
Electric Ice Cream Maker
Make up to 6-quarts of ice cream, gelato 
or frozen yogurt in minutes! Simply layer 
the easy-clean plastic insert bucket with 
salt and ice, and allow the electric motor 
to do all the churning. Real wood exterior.

ICMW400
Electric Ice Cream Maker
Make up to 4-quarts of ice cream, gelato 
or frozen yogurt in minutes! Simply layer 
the easy-clean plastic insert bucket with 
salt and ice, and allow the electric motor 
to do all the churning. Real wood exterior.



FDM1
Frozen Dessert Machine
Create 1 quart of cold and delicious 
ice cream, milkshakes, slushes, adult 
beverages and more with one appliance! 
Equipped with a powerful compressor and 
refrigeration system, this unit will quickly 
make a variety of frozen desserts. Perfect 
for any party!
 

ICMW200DBL

ICMW200DBL
4-Quart Double Flavor Ice Cream Maker
Make two flavors of ice cream, gelato or frozen yogurt at the same time! Simply  
layer the bucket with salt and ice, and allow the durable electric motor to do all  
the churning for you.

FDM1
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HDR565
Hot Dog Roller
Cook up to eight regular-size hot dogs, or 
four foot-long hot dogs at a time. Features 
a bun warmer in the canopy top.

HDC701
Hot Dog Vending Cart™  
with Umbrella
A durable, enameled steel hot dog cart 
with hot dog cooking roller and umbrella. 
Also includes two large hot dog and bun 
warming compartments, three covered 
condiment trays, beverage cooler 
and service shelf. Approved for 
commercial use.

HDF510
Hot Dog  
Ferris Wheel Cart
This 53” cart cooks up to 
8 regular-size or foot-long 
hot dogs at a time. Features 
dual heating elements with 
Low/High settings, along 
with built-in hot dog and 
bun warmer.

HDF510

HDR565

HDC701



EQM200 
Electric Quesadilla Maker
Fill tortillas with ingredients and grill 
crispy quesadillas into 8 easy-to-tear 
sections in just minutes. Two position 
latch allows for thinly or thickly  
stuffed quesadillas.

TCS2
Grilled Cheese Sandwich Toaster
Build a delicious, hot and melty cheese sandwich with no mess in minutes! Simply place 
your sandwich into the removable toasting baskets, then adjust the toasting dial to 
toast to perfection.

TCS2EQM200

BSET100BC
3-In-1 Breakfast Station
Brew coffee, cook eggs, bacon and toast with one personal-sized appliance! The energy 
efficient unit allows you to bake, broil, toast and reheat food quickly, and has enough 
capacity for two slices of bread or one 6-inch pizza.

BSET100BC
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LPF150
Lighted Party Fountain
Able to hold 1 gallon of 
beverage at a time and an 
LED lighted base,  
this fountain creates a 
beautifully illuminated 
centerpiece.

LPF150



MSB1AQ
Margarita & Slush Machine
Powerful ice shaving system pulverizes  
ice to perfect consistency, while the  
see-thru dual-wall construction keeps drinks cold 
for hours. Holds up to  
1 gallon of beverage.

MSB64
Caribbean Chiller  
Ice Shaving Blender™ 
With a 64-ounce capacity, the margaritas never 
end! Front-facing spout for easy  
dispensing makes this frozen drink  
machine fun to use.

MSB1AQ MSB64
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With colors as bold as 
they are eye-catching, the 
Nostalgia™  Retro Series™ 
aptly blends the culture, 

art and fashion of the past 
into modern household 
appliances. Inspired by 

quintessential 1950s 
Americana, each unit is 

designed to conjure warm 
memories of chromed 

automobile tailfins, sock 
hops, and the colorful lights 
of vinyl-spinning jukeboxes.

 
Clue into the innocence of 

the decade that proved old 
school cool is the ultimate 
cool. Each evocative story 
and memory of the time 

continues to spur the 
innovation behind this 

fine range of appliances. 
Americana has never  

looked so good sitting  
on a countertop!

RETRO SERIESTM



RHP310 
’50s-Style
Hot Air Popcorn Maker
This 1950s-style electric hot air popcorn 
maker produces a fiber-rich, low-fat  
snack. Makes up to 8 cups (1.8 kg) 
of popcorn per batch.

RKP630 
’50s-Style
Kettle Popcorn Maker 
This 1950s-style popcorn maker has a 
2.5-ounces stainless steel kettle with a 
built-in stirring system. Every batch pops 
perfectly, just like in the movie theaters. 
Makes up to 10 cups (2.25 kg) of  
popcorn per batch. 

RHP625 
’50s-Style
Hot Air Popcorn Maker 
Enjoy the fresh taste of hot popcorn 
in 1950s-style. This convenient, tabletop 
electric popcorn popper uses hot air 
instead of oil. Makes up to 12 cups 
(2.7 kg) of popcorn per batch.

SP300RETRORED 
’50s-Style
Stir Popper
A popcorn maker and serving  
bucket in one! The unique stirring system 
pops a whopping 24 cups of popcorn per 
batch and is also great for kettle corn and 
roasting nuts.

RHP310

SP300RETRORED

RKP630RHP625
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RHDT800RETRORED
Pop-Up 
Hot Dog Toaster 
Make tasty hot dogs just as quickly  
as toast! Cooks 4 hot dogs and toasts 
4 buns at once.

HDT600RETRORED
Pop-Up 
Hot Dog Toaster 
Quickly make tasty hot dogs in classic 
retro style! Cooks two hot dogs and two 
buns at the same time.

RHD800  
’50s-Style
Hot Dog Roller
This 1950s-style hot dog roller cooks up to 
eight regular-sized hot dogs, or four foot-
long hot dogs, 

RHDT700RETRORED
Pop-Up 
Hot Dog Toaster 
Make tasty hot dogs in 1950s-style! 
Cooks two hot dogs and two buns  
at once.

HDT600RETRORED RHD800 RHDT700RETRORED

RHDT800RETRORED



PCM405RETRORED
Hard Candy
Cotton Candy Maker
This compact 1950s-style cotton candy 
maker uses sugar or hard candies to make 
tasty carnival-style cotton candy your 
family will love.

PCM805RETRORED
Hard Candy 
Cotton Candy Maker 
Bring colorful fun to any party with this 
1950s-style cotton candy maker! Uses 
sugar or hard candies to make tasty 
carnival-style cotton candy right at home.

PCM405RETRORED

PCM805RETRORED
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RSM702
’50s-Style
Snow Cone Maker
Make delicious snow cones anytime! 
Simply place ice cubes into the top 
compartment and watch it transform into 
fluffy snow.

FBS400RETRORED
Frozen Beverage Station
Make slush drinks, snow cones, margaritas, 
daiquiris and more with this complete 
frozen drink maker. This unit features two 
ice shaving options for finer or coarser  
ice texture.

RSM602
 ’50s-Style
Snow Cone Maker
Ice shaving compartment at the top of the 
machine shaves ice cubes into fluffy snow. 
Simply scoop the snow into the cones 
and top with flavored syrup. Comes with  
2 plastic cups for serving. 

RSM650 
’50s-Style
Slush Drink Maker
Provides cool, refreshing drinks for any 
occasion. Features a tabletop design with 
front-mounted spout and cup rest for easy 
dispensing. Holds 32-ounces 
(946 mL) of beverage.

RSM702

RSM650

RSM602

FBS400RETRORED



RHM800 
’50s-Style 
Chocolate Fondue Pot
Melt and serve delectable sweet dips with this 16-ounce dipping 
pot. Includes 2 forks, 1 ladle, 6 chocolate molds and a removable 
16-ounce ceramic pot.

HCM700RETRORED
’50s-Style
Hot Chocolate Maker
Froth, heat and stir a variety of hot 
beverages, including hot chocolate, 
cappuccino, lattes, café mochas and 
more! Large 32-ounces (946 mL) 
capacity for multiple servings.

HCM700
’50s-Style
Hot Chocolate Maker
Froth, heat and stir a variety of hot 
beverages, including hot chocolate, 
cappuccino, lattes, café mochas and 
more! Large 32-ounces (946 mL) 
capacity for multiple servings.

RFF600RETRORED
’50s-Style
Chocolate Fondue Fountain
This 3-tier fondue fountain adds mouth-
watering fun to any occasion. Holds 
up to 24-ounces (710 mL) of chocolate.

ICM150RETRORED
Electric 
Ice Cream Maker  
Homemade ice cream made easy! Simply 
fill the gel canister with fresh ingredients, 
allow the electric motor to churn, and soon 
delicious ice cream will be ready to serve. 
Makes up to 1.5 quarts of ice cream per 
batch. No salt or ice needed.

HCM700RETRORED

RHM800 RFF600RETRORED

HCM700 ICM150RETRORED
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RWK150
’50s-Style Electric
Water Kettle
Strix thermometer rapidly boils up to  
1.7 liters of water at a time. Includes  
a boil-dry protection system. Ideal for 
making tea, instant oatmeal, soups, 
blanching vegetables and more.

RCOF120
’50s-Style
Coffee Maker
Brew up to 12 cups of fresh, hot coffee, 
and keep it warm for up to two hours. 
Includes removable filter basket, delay 
timer, pause-and-serve function and an 
easy-to-read LED display. 

RTOS200
’50s-Style 
2-Slice Toaster
Utilize the large toaster slots to toast 
or defrost bread or bagel halves. 
Five heat levels and lighted control 
buttons make it easy to make the 
perfect toast or bagel every time.  

RWK150 RCOF120

RTOS200



RTOV220RETRORED
’50s-Style Convection
Toaster Oven
Quickly bake, toast, convection bake or broil up to 450°F 
right on your countertop! Spacious 0.7 cubic foot capacity 
easily holds six slices of toast or two 12-inch pizzas. Comes 
with removable, front-accessible crumb tray, two nickel-
plated wire racks and an aluminum baking pan. 

BSET300RETRORED
’50s-Style 
3-in-1 Breakfast Station
Make hot, delicious breakfast meals with one compact 
appliance! Enjoy a cup of coffee, toast bread, and cook eggs 
or meat for a quick and delicious breakfast. Waking  
up has never been more fun!

RMO770RED
’50s-Style  
0.7 Cu. Ft. Microwave
This 1950s-style microwave includes 12 pre-programmed 
features, a dial control, an LED display with a digital clock,  
5 power levels and a safety child lock. Approximately 0.7 
cubic feet in size.

RMO400RED
’50s-Style 
0.9 Cu. Ft. Microwave
Reminiscent of the classic microwaves designs of the 
1950s, this 800 watt oven comes with plenty of modern 
conveniences. It features 12 pre-programmed cooking 
settings, an LED display, along with a turn-and-push  
program dial.

RMO770RED

BSET300RETRORED

RMO400RED

RTOV220RETRORED
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RWK150AQ
’50s-Style Electric
Water Kettle
Strix thermometer rapidly boils up to  
1.7 liters of water at a time. Includes a  
boil-dry protection system. Ideal for 
making tea, instant oatmeal, soups, 
blanching vegetables and more.

RTOS200AQ
’50s-Style 
2-Slice Toaster
Utilize the large toaster 
slots to toast or defrost 
bread or bagel halves. 
Five heat levels and 
lighted control buttons 
make it easy to make the 
perfect toast or bagel 
every time.  

RCOF120AQ
’50s-Style
Coffee Maker
Brew up to 12 cups of fresh, hot coffee, 
and keep it warm for up to two hours. 
Includes removable filter basket, delay 
timer, pause-and-serve function and an 
easy-to-read LED display. 

RWK150AQ RCOF120AQ

RTOS200AQ



BSET300AQ
’50s-Style 
3-in-1 Breakfast Station
Make hot, delicious breakfast meals with one compact 
appliance! Enjoy a cup of coffee, toast bread, and cook 
eggs or meat for a quick and delicious breakfast. Waking  
up has never been more fun!

RMO4AQ
’50s-Style 
0.9 Cu. Ft. Microwave
Reminiscent of the classic microwaves designs of the 
1950s, this 800 watt oven comes with plenty of modern 
conveniences. It features 12 pre-programmed cooking 
settings, an LED display, along with a turn-and-push  
program dial.

RMO7AQ
’50s-Style 
0.7 Cu. Ft. Microwave
This 1950s-style microwave includes 12 pre-programmed 
features, a dial control, an LED display with a digital clock,  
5 power levels and a safety child lock. Approximately  
0.7 cubic feet in size.

RTOV220AQ
’50s-Style Convection
Toaster Oven
Quickly bake, toast, convection bake or broil up to 450°F 
right on your countertop! Spacious 0.7 cubic foot capacity 
easily holds six slices of toast or two 12-inch pizzas. Comes 
with removable, front-accessible crumb tray, two nickel-
plated wire racks and an aluminum baking pan. 

RMO7AQ

BSET300AQ

RMO4AQ

RTOV220AQ
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Each INNOVA™  appliance 
starts with a spark of 

innovation. Surpassing 
typical and timeworn 

designs, these appliances  
are as inventive as they 

are functional. They 
merge imagination with 

performance  
to deliver products of  

superior choice and even  
greater value. 

  
Of course, combining novel 
ideas and concepts is only 

part of what makes the 
INNOVA™  product line 
special. These products  

bring a wow factor to 
parties and look great on a 

countertop. With a refreshing 
upscale look, there has 

never been a better time to 
reinvigorate a home with 

these great designs. 

INNOVATM



SP240RR
Stir Popper
The party never stops with this  
two-in-one popcorn maker and bowl! 
Quick-heat halogen technology requires 
no preheating and pops up to 24 cups  
of popcorn in just 3 short minutes. When 
done popping, flip over the non-stick 
cooking plate and bowl for easy serving.

KP250RR
Kettle Popcorn Maker
Make popcorn just like at the movie 
theater! This kettle popcorn maker has 
a 2.5-ounces stainless steel kettle with a 
built-in stirring system that allows you to 
pop up to 10 cups (2.25 kg) of popcorn 
per batch.

HAP8RR 
Hot Air Popcorn Maker
A tabletop-sized party pleaser! The 
electric popping system uses hot air 
instead of oil, producing a light and 
healthy snack.
Also available in white (HAP8WT) and 
black (HAP8BK)

CI3BK 
Café Ice  
Iced Coffee & Tea Brewing System
Perfect for iced coffee, iced lattes, iced 
tea and more, this system allows you to 
brew gourmet iced drinks in just minutes! 
Add fresh ground coffee, loose leaf tea 
or tea bags into the filter basket, choose 
your brew strength, and then let the 
system brew 3 quarts of your favorite iced 
drink. Customize the flavors by adding 
ingredients like sweeteners, citrus slices 
and herbs.

DBF15RR  
Deluxe Lighted Party Fountain™
Create a beautifully illuminated 
centerpiece that works great for  
any event! This 3-tier cascading tower 
holds up to 1.5 gallons of beverage,  
while the illuminated base makes the 
beverage sparkle.

CW48RR
Chocolate Waterfall
Create a wall of chocolate sweetness for 
any special occasion! Watch chocolate 
flow, then pair it with fruit, breads, 
marshmallows and more. Holds up to  
3 pounds of chocolate.
Also available in white: CW48WT

HAP8RR

CW48RR

SP240RR

DBF15RR

KP250RR

CI3BK
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COT5PK
Hard Candy  
Cotton Candy Station
 Featuring an extractor head that works 
with traditional flossing sugar and both 
sugar-free and regular hard candy, 
this unit has everything needed for a 
complete cotton candy experience.

HDT900RR
Pop-Up Hot Dog Toaster
Quickly toast two hot dogs and buns at 
the same time! Great for entertaining or as 
a fast meal solution for the family. Includes 
mini tongs for removing hot dogs.
 

COT5RR
Hard Candy  
Cotton Candy Station
 Featuring an extractor head that works 
with traditional flossing sugar and both 
sugar-free and regular hard candy, 
this unit has everything needed for a 
complete cotton candy experience.

BCN9BK
9-Piece Bacon Express™ Grill
Easily cook up to 9 strips of regular or 
thick-cut bacon in just minutes! Simply 
adjust the illuminated dial timer to your 
desired cooking preference, and allow 
the unique vertical cooking method to 
drain away fat and grease for fast, healthy 
cooking. The unique system even auto 
adjusts to accommodate double-thick  
cut bacon!

BEG6BK
Bacon Express™
Introducing a healthier way to cook bacon 
to delicious perfection! Easily cook up to 
6-strips of thin-cut bacon in just minutes! 
Simply adjust the illuminated cooking dial 
to your desired cooking preference, and 
allow the unique vertical cooking method 
to drain away fat and grease for fast,  
healthy cooking.

HDS248RD
Hot Dog Steamer
Steam hot dogs and buns to delicious 
perfection in minutes! The steaming 
drawer holds up to 24 hot dogs at a time, 
while the bun warming tray holds  
up to 12 buns at a time.

BEG6BK

HDS248RD

BCN9BK

COT5RR

HDT900RR

COT5PK



CICM2AS
Automatic Candy Crusher  
Ice Cream Maker
Welcome to the fast and easy way to make 
2 quarts of ice cream, frozen yogurt or 
gelato with your favorite toppings! Simply 
surround the ice cream bucket with salt 
and ice, then let the electric motor do all 
the churning. Use the hand-crank candy 
crusher to add your favorite candy pieces 
to customize each delicious batch.
 

SC7BL
Snow Cone Party Station
Everything you need to make a variety of 
delicious and refreshing treats with ease! 
Perfect for multiple or single servings,  
the snow cone chamber holds about  
30 (8 oz.) snow cones and has a built-in 
storage caddy for syrup bottles.

IS2RR
Electric Shaved Ice &  
Snow Cone Maker
Make a variety of cool, refreshing treats 
with ease. The soft, fluffy shaved ice 
absorbs the flavors of any liquid paired 
with it, creating a delightfully smooth, 
cool treat.

IS2BL
Electric Shaved Ice &  
Snow Cone Maker
Make a variety of cool, refreshing treats 
with ease. The soft, fluffy shaved ice 
absorbs the flavors of any liquid paired 
with it, creating a delightfully smooth, 
cool treat.

SC7RR
Snow Cone Party Station
Everything you need to make a variety of 
delicious and refreshing treats with ease! 
Perfect for multiple or single servings,  
the snow cone chamber holds about  
30 (8 oz.) snow cones and has a built-in 
storage caddy for syrup bottles.

IS2RR

SC7RR

IS2BL

SC7BL

CICM2AS
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CCFS300
Cotton Candy 
Flossing Sugar
Includes three (16 oz.) 
jars of grape, pink 
bubble gum and orange 
flossing sugar.

FSCC8
Cotton Candy Kit
Kit includes three (7 
oz.) jars of pink vanilla, 
blue raspberry and 
strawberry flossing 
sugar. Comes with  
4 reusable cones and  
10 clear plastic bags 
with ties.

PCSP5
Pre-Measured 
Coconut Oil  
Popcorn Kit
Make a tastier and 
healthier batch of 
popcorn! Kit includes  
5 pre-measured 
pouches that include 
popping corn, coconut 
oil and salt.

KPP24
Pre-Measured 
Popcorn, Oil & 
Seasoning Packs
Includes 24 individually-
wrapped and pre-
measured packs with 
soft shell popcorn, 
soybean oil and salt.

HCK800
Hard & Sugar 
Free Candy 
Cotton Candy Kit
Kit includes 30 pieces of 
sugar-free assorted hard 
candies and lemonade 
flavored candies. Comes 
with 4 oz. packet of pink 
vanilla flossing sugar 
and 24 paper cones.

PPB600
Plastic Popcorn 
Buckets
Bring movie night to 
life! Each reusable 
bucket holds 4 quarts of 
popcorn and has a fun 
design that will make 
you think you’re at the 
movies!

KPK400
Theater Popcorn Kit
Kit includes 16 oz. of 
popping corn and 8 oz. 
of butter flavored oil, 
along with three (1 oz.) 
jars of nacho cheddar, 
white cheddar and 
ranch seasonings.
 

SIPPOP400
Lick & Sip Pops
Includes 4 reusable ice 
pop molds with no-drip 
easy-sip spouts.



Snow Cone Syrups
16 oz. snow cone syrups available in  
eight delicious flavors!

SCS160TIGERSB - Tigers Blood Flavor 
SCS160BRASP - Blue Raspberry Flavor
SCS160BRASPFREE - Sugar Free Blue Rasperry Flavor
SCS160CHER - Cherry Flavor
SCS160CHERFREE - Sugar Free Cherry Flavor
SCS160CTNCANDY - Cotton Candy Flavor
SCS160GRAPE - Grape Flavor
SCS160ROOTBEER - Root Beer Flavor

ICP825CHOC
Chocolate  
Ice Cream Mix
Includes eight (8 oz.)  
ice cream mixes per box. 
Each packet makes  
2 quarts of delicious 
ice cream.

SCSTRAWCUP20
Snow Cone Straws  
& Cups
Perfect way to enjoy a 
refreshing snow cone! 
Includes 20 sturdy paper 
cones and spoon straws.

ICP825STRAW
Strawberry  
Ice Cream Mix
Includes eight (8 oz.)  
ice cream mixes per box. 
Each packet makes  
2 quarts of delicious 
 ice cream.

ICP825VAN
Vanilla  
Ice Cream Mix
Includes eight (8 oz.)  
ice cream mixes per box. 
Each packet makes  
2 quarts of delicious 
 ice cream.

SCK800
Snow Cone Kit
Everything needed  
to make about 30 snow 
cones. Includes  
30 paper snow cone 
cups and spoon straws, 
along with two (2 oz.) 
red cherry and blue 
raspberry flavor mixes. 
Comes with 16 oz. 
squeeze bottle.

ISK3
Ice Cream 
Starter Kit
Everything thing you 
need to make 4 quarts 
of delicious ice cream! 
Includes chocolate and 
vanilla crème premium 
ice cream mixes, along 
with rock salt.

ROCKSALT4LB
Ice Cream Salt
Specially packages salt 
aids in the freezing 
process when paired 
with ice, and makes it 
easy to makes fantastic 
ice cream every time. 
Includes 4 lbs. of rock 
salt per box.
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